Gatwick’s Capital
Investment Programme
D E L I V E R I N G LO N D O N ’ S A I R P O RT O F C H O I C E
U P D AT E : 2 0 0 8 - 2 0 1 4

OUR COMMITMENTS

PASSENGER SERVICE

Gatwick wants to deliver the
service you expect at every
stage of the airport journey
Everyone who works at the airport airlines, handling agents and other
service partners - has a role to play
in getting you to and from your
aircraft and departing promptly. We’re
working hard every day with our staff,
airlines, and our partners to deliver
the high standards of service that we
know you expect.
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We think it’s quite simple:
• We’ll treat you as our guest
We’ll always try to offer you the very
best possible airport experience or
make it right if we don’t.
• We hate queues
We know you do too, so Gatwick
is working hard with our staff and
airport partners to keep queues in
all areas to a minimum.
• We love to be on time
We’ll do our best to get you away
on time.

D E l I V E R I N G lO N D O N ’ S A I R P O RT O f C h O I C E

fOREWORD

Under new ownership, Gatwick is
competing in one of the busiest
air transport markets in the world.
Delivering great service every day will
make airlines and passengers choose
Gatwick.
We are investing over £1 billion to help
make this possible.
It will create the right facilities for
our passengers, our airlines and our
people. This isn’t just about Gatwick
looking good, it’s about delivering an
experience that will make passengers
want to come back.
Travelling through an airport shouldn’t
have to be complicated or stressful.
We are working hard to make Gatwick

different by keeping things simple,
friendly and enjoyable too.
The CAA have now approved an
extension to our current capital
investment programme by one year,
which means we are now investing
£1.172 billion from 2008 to 2014.
This is the second edition of our
booklet, which highlights just a few
of the exciting improvements we have
already delivered, or plan to make
over the next few years, which will
help Gatwick become london’s airport
of choice.
Stewart Wingate
Chief Executive Officer
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C A P I TA l I N V E S T M E N T P R O G R A M M E

ThE BIG PICTURE

SOUTH TERMINAL
01 forecourt
02 landside concourse
03 Security search
04 Baggage system and Pier 1
05 Departure lounge extension
06 Gaterooms
07 Immigration hall refurbishment
and reconfiguration
NORTH TERMINAL
08 Inter-terminal shuttle
09 Interchange
10 Extension
11 Baggage system
12 Security search
13 Multi storey car park 6
14 Additional pier service
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AIRFIELD
15 North West zone
16 Runway resurfacing
17 Taxiway improvements
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C A P I TA l I N V E S T M E N T P R O G R A M M E

WhEN IS IT All hAPPENING?
Our £1 billion capital investment
programme is made up of hundreds
of projects. Some are large scale
new infrastructure projects, while
others may be smaller scale, behindthe-scenes improvements that are
less obvious but still make a big
difference. Together, these projects
are designed to deliver real benefits
to our passengers and airlines, and
make Gatwick london’s airport of
choice.
Take a look at some of our biggest
projects in the following pages, to see
how they will help to change Gatwick
for the better...
following the extension of our current
capital investment programme (Q5)
to 2014, we are consulting with the
aiirlines on the scope and timing of
additional projects. We will publish
details of these in future editions of
this booklet.
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2008

THE BEGINNING

• Capital investment programme agreed

2009

DECEMBER

• South Terminal departure lounge
extension open
• Gatwick under new ownership

MARCH

• South side Pier 2 complete
APRIL

• Taxiway lima complete
• Multi storey car park 6 open
JUNE

• first new lanes for security open,
South Terminal
• Two new lanes for security open,
North Terminal
• New floor in arrivals complete,
South Terminal
J U LY

• first new check-in zone complete, North
Terminal (prior to airline use)
• Eastern extension to North Terminal open
AU G U S T

• BA go live in first new check-zone
(new Zone A), North Terminal extension
SEPTEMBER

• New domestic arrivals baggage reclaim
belt open
JUNE

O C TO B E R

• South Terminal immigration hall
ceiling complete
• Six large aircraft stands (NW zone) open

• New security facility complete,
South Terminal
• South Terminal immigration hall complete
• Second new check-in zone open in North
Terminal extension
• North side Pier 2 complete

J U LY

•
•
•
•

Inter-terminal shuttle open
North Terminal interchange open
North Terminal forecourt open
Taxiway Juliet straightened for aircraft

2010

2011

NOVEMBER

• New international arrivals baggage reclaim
belt open in North Terminal extension

MARCH

• South Terminal forecourt complete
• Runway resurface begins
APRIL

• North Terminal baggage system complete
JUNE

2012

• Taxiways Papa and November complete

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

AU G U S T

• North West zone project complete

• North Terminal extension complete

• South Terminal baggage hBS complete
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SOUTH TERMINAL

A new welcome to
South Terminal

A large new entrance area,
and new zones for cars
and public transport...

THIS MEANS

•S
 impler, easier, more direct routes into the
terminal with less level changes.
• A new coach waiting area, toilets and lifts, with
scheduled coach services right outside the
entrance at ground level.
• A new drop-off zone for passengers arriving
by car, with dedicated lifts to the upper level
for direct access into the new entrance, with a
large new canopy to keep everyone dry.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	South Terminal forecourt
Cost:	£31m
Complete:
March 2012
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SOUTH TERMINAL

Brighter, more
open check-in
and arrivals areas
A brighter look for
South Terminal...

THIS MEANS

•A
 new lighter floor all the way through
check-in and arrivals.
• We’ve also removed a lot of the clutter and
opened up the space.
• All designed to help passengers find their way
and have a hassle-free experience.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	South Terminal
Landside concourse
Cost:	£21m
Complete:	Many of the improvements are
already complete, and the floor
will be finished by 2012.
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SOUTH TERMINAL

Keeping you
moving and
keeping things
simple
A single location
for security...
THIS MEANS

Creating one large security area for South
Terminal, with 19 new lanes and dedicated
facilities for passengers who need a bit of extra
help, and a premium facility for those in more
of a hurry.
Lifts and three new escalators will take you
straight from check-in up to the new security
area. Once through security, you move straight
into the departure lounge, where there will be
a new improved layout, and a great choice of
shops and restaurants.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	South Terminal
Security search
Cost:	£45m
Complete:	The first of the new lanes were
open in June 2011, followed by all
lanes complete in October 2011.
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SOUTH TERMINAL

Getting you and your bags
away on time

A modern new baggage
system, with a new Pier 1...
THIS MEANS

We are building a new baggage facility right next
to South Terminal, which means we can keep the
current one running without major disruption
while we build.
There are three main parts to the project. The
first step is to deliver a new security screening
system (hold baggage screening or HBS) for all
of the bags that come from check-in in South
Terminal. This will meet all of the requirements
from the Department for Transport for security
and mean better working conditions for staff.
We are also delivering a completely new
baggage system, which includes a store so that
airlines can offer more convenient and flexible
check-in times, and hold the bags ready for
loading to the aircraft later. The new system
will also enable more flexible use of check-in
desks and airlines can sort bags more efficiently.
For passengers, this means a more convenient
check-in process, and the peace of mind that
their bag will be on their flight with them.

The new baggage building will have an added
dimension, providing new aircraft stands and pier
facilities. This replaces Pier 1, our oldest and most
complicated facility. The new pier will provide five
new pier-served stands, modern new passenger
facilities and simple hassle-free processes.
This has brought two projects together as one
(Baggage and Pier 1), which is more efficient
and delivers all of the right benefits to our
passengers and airlines.

V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	South Terminal
Baggage system and Pier 1
Cost:	£174m
Complete:	HBS replacement complete
August 2012. Baggage system
and pier complete by March 2015.
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THIS MEANS

We have extended the departure lounge by
4,645 sq metres, and replaced much of the older
infrastructure behind the scenes (for example
heating and ventilation) to make the departure
lounge more comfortable and a great place to
relax, eat and shop. There are more shops and
restaurants to choose from, more places to sit,
and new and improved toilets on both levels.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	Departure lounge extension
Cost:	£34m
Complete:	December 2009
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E

Making the
departure lounge
bigger and better...

ET

More space and
more choice in the
departure lounge

PL
M
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SOUTH TERMINAL

SOUTH TERMINAL

Improved waiting
areas before you
board your flight
Refurbishing and
improving our gaterooms
and aircraft stands...

THIS MEANS

Pier 2 has been getting a facelift, with a brighter,
lighter look and plenty of seats for passengers
while they wait to board. This project will improve
the layout and look of all of the gaterooms on
Pier 2, and also includes changes to the aircraft
stands around the pier, to support a flexible and
efficient operation for our airlines.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	Pier 2
Cost:	£40m
Complete:	South side of Pier 2 March 2011
North side of Pier 2
October 2011
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SOUTH TERMINAL

A brighter
welcome to the UK

Improving the
UK Border zone...

THIS MEANS

There will be a new ceiling, floor and decoration
to brighten things up, and a completely new
layout for the UK Border Agency desks, which
will help the UK Border Agency perform their
role as efficiently and effectively as possible. The
end result will be a less stressful and quicker
process, and a brighter welcome to the UK.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	Immigration Hall refurbishment
and reconfiguration
Cost:	£8m
Complete:
October 2011
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N O R T H A N D S O U T H T E R M I N A Ls

ET
E

Quick, convenient
connection between
the terminals
Our new inter-terminal
shuttle...

THIS MEANS

Passengers can now enjoy a quick, convenient
and reliable connection between North and
South Terminals, following the launch of the new
shuttle in July 2010, delivered a month early and
in time for the summer holiday peak.
We have replaced the old transit with bright
modern shuttle cars, with better access and
information on board. This is supported by a new
and efficient operating system, which runs on the
existing guideway which has been completely
refurbished. There are also bright new stations
in both North and South Terminals, with more
information for passengers and easier access for
everyone.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	Inter-terminal shuttle
Cost:	£47m
Complete:
July 2010
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THIS MEANS

Our new interchange facility in North Terminal is
designed to provide easy access for passengers
arriving on all modes of transport. Inclined
moving walkways from the forecourt, and lifts
and escalators, to take everyone straight to
where they need to go, in a bright modern
environment. There are also direct walkways from
the interchange to short stay car parking, and to
the Sofitel Hotel.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	North Terminal interchange
Cost:	£25m
Complete:	July 2010
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E

A large new entrance
and clear routes
into the terminal...

ET

A new welcome to
North Terminal
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M
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NORTH TERMINAL

NORTH TERMINAL

More space
for check-in
and arrivals
The North
Terminal extension...
THIS MEANS

We’re creating more space for departing and
arriving passengers in North Terminal, with
new check-in desks and baggage reclaim
facilities. This means that we can welcome more
passengers, and give them a better service on
their journey through the airport.
The terminal building has been extended at the
front (eastern extension), coming out towards
the new interchange to create more circulation
space, and also extended to the side (southern
extension) which is where we have built 18 new
check-in desks on the upper level, and new
baggage reclaim facilities for arriving passengers
at ground level.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	North Terminal extension
Cost:	£75m
Complete:	The eastern extension will be
complete in July 2011, linking the
terminal to the interchange. The
first new check-in desks will be
in use August 2011. Complete
December 2011.
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NORTH TERMINAL

Getting your bags
away on time

New departures
baggage system...

THIS MEANS

With more check-in desks, and growing numbers
of passengers, we need a baggage system that
can be flexible, reliable and efficient.
The connection between the new system and
the check-in zones will be ready in time for the
new check-in extension upstairs. The new system
will ensure that we meet the needs of our
passengers and airline partners in the future.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	North Terminal baggage system
Cost:	£39m
Complete:
April 2012
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NORTH TERMINAL

Improved security
search area

Same place but
bigger and better...

THIS MEANS

With more passengers travelling through North
Terminal, we need to keep everyone safe and
secure while still giving them a good experience
as they move through to the departure lounge.
That’s why we are extending the security area,
with two extra lanes in 2011, and 4 extra lanes
in 2012. This means we can provide the right
capacity, with dedicated assistance and premium
lanes so that our staff can provide the right level
of service to passengers.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	North Terminal security search
Cost:
Phase 1:
£5m
Phase 2: £7.8m
Complete:
Phase 1:
June 2011
Phase 2: Summer 2012
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THIS MEANS

The new multi storey car park provides 1,177 new
short stay parking spaces, car rental facilities
and a premium parking area. With a dedicated
walkway linking the car park to the interchange,
access into the terminal is simple and easy.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	Multi storey car park 6
Cost:	£17m
Complete:	April 2011
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E

Our new short
stay car park...

ET

More parking
spaces, linked
directly to the
terminal
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M
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NORTH TERMINAL

ET
E

Making our
airfield more
flexible

PL
M
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NORTH TERMINAL

Six new large
aircraft stands...
THIS MEANS

It is essential that we can provide the right
number and size of aircraft stands to support
our airline partners’ operations. We have built six
large aircraft stands which are designed to be
used by any aircraft, even the A380 in the future.
They are remote from the terminals, so are used
mainly for parking empty aircraft.
We have also constructed a large landscaped
embankment, to protect the local countryside
and residents from views of the aircraft and
airfield. The embankment has been planted with
local species of trees and shrubs to help it blend
in to the local area. New balancing ponds to
capture and manage the water that runs off the
concrete stands have been built. These ponds
have modern water quality management systems,
which minimise environmental impacts.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	North West zone
Cost:	£40m
Complete:	Stands available for aircraft
operations June 2010, project
complete November 2010.
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NORTH TERMINAL

More aircraft
stands with direct
access to and from
the terminal
Additional pier-served
stands for the
North Terminal...
THIS MEANS

North Terminal currently provides passengers
access to their aircraft via three piers (Piers 4,
5 and 6). As the number of passengers using
the terminal increases, more pier-served stands
are needed, so that Gatwick and its airlines can
provide passengers with the right level of service.
The first step we are taking is to reconfigure
Pier 5, making changes to the aircraft stands
and to the layout inside the pier. This will give
our airlines more flexibility, and ultimately give
passengers a better experience.
In consultation with our airlines, we are already
working on design options for the next stage of
increasing pier service in North Terminal.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	Pier 5 reconfiguration
Cost:
£82.5m
Complete:
May 2014
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AIRFIELD

Keeping your
aircraft moving

Improvements
to taxiways...
THIS MEANS

Our taxiways are the main routes that aircraft
take between the runway and the parking
areas at the terminals. We have a number
of projects which aim to either resurface or
improve taxiways, so that we can keep aircraft
moving and get passengers on their way safely
and quickly. One of these is our most famous
taxiways – Taxiway Lima, which aircraft use as
they pass beneath the landmark Pier 6 bridge
at North Terminal. We also plan to improve
Taxiways November and Papa, and to reconfigure
the stands at Pier 5. We have already improved
Taxiway Juliet by straightening out a kink in the
route aircraft were required to take to and from
the runway. This all helps to support our airline
partners’ operations, and make Gatwick’s single
runway - the busiest in the world - even more
efficient.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	Taxiway and airfield improvements
Cost:	£27m
Complete:	All scheduled to complete
by 2013.
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AIRFIELD

Investing in our
most critical asset

Resurfacing
our runway...

THIS MEANS

We resurface the main runway every 11 years,
to ensure that it is safe and fit for purpose.
When we resurface the runway we also take the
opportunity to make other improvements for
example, to lighting and operating systems, that
work together to make it safe and efficient. We
will also resurface the stand-by runway as part of
this project.
V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

Project name:	Runway resurfacing
Cost:
£44m
Complete:	Works take place from
March to November 2012
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MAKING IT All hAPPEN
D E l I V E R I N G £ 1 B I l l I O N R E S P O N S I B ly

£1,172,0

Our capital investment programme
is ambitious, and with this comes
a responsibility to deliver all of our
projects, safely and with respect for
the environment.

Gatwick is already accredited
with ISO14001 for environmental
management, and our capital
investment programme is also
covered by this.

We have a robust environment, health
and safety management programme,
supported by the right leadership,
processes and management
practices. All of our projects and
construction partners have to meet
Gatwick’s standards and targets
for environment, health and safety,
and their performance is regularly
monitored. We also have a dedicated
occupational health service to support
our teams.

Our aim is to make our projects more
sustainable through how we design
and build them. for example,
projects have targets to:
• reduce energy consumption
• reduce water consumption
• use materials from sustainable
sources
• increased proportion of recycled
content in materials
• design for end of life
deconstruction.
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Projects are also targeted to use
sustainable construction practices:
• recycling of 85% of construction
waste
• monthly reporting of construction
waste figures.

We have already seen several great
results with projects exceeding the
85% target. for example, the North
West zone project recorded 99.8%
re-use and recycling of materials
during construction of the aircraft
stands and landscaped embankment.

MINIMUM DISRUPTION
TO PA S S E N G E R S

D E l I V E R I N G G R E AT E R VA l U E
AND EffICIENCy

000,000
Delivering a £1.172bn capital
investment programme, whilst millions
of passengers (currently 32.3mppa)
continue to pass through the airport
every year, is not an easy task. But
we are determined to look at things
differently and make sure that all of
our construction projects are planned
with passengers in mind. This isn’t
just about putting in place temporary
wayfinding and signs. It also means
looking at different construction
methods, and most importantly,
keeping the passengers informed.
In our first year as an independent
airport, we have worked hard to
put in place the right organisation,
processes, and a revised capital
investment programme that delivers
the right benefits at the best price.

We have a new development team
in place, focused on delivering this
investment safely, sustainably and
efficiently. This is supported by our
new Design for Six Sigma process
which drives efficiency in everything
we do, and ensures that the right
decisions are taken at the right time.

for example, by combining the South
Terminal baggage system and Pier 1
projects we have saved at least £40m;
and by agreeing a new approach to
pier service in North Terminal, where
we could potentially make significant
savings, depending on the final
solution agreed with the airlines.

We have also reviewed the
programme to ensure we have the
right mix of projects that deliver the
best outcomes for our passengers
and airlines. This has resulted in
new projects such as South Terminal
security search being delivered
and changes to existing projects to
drive down costs while maintaining
or increasing the benefits to our
passengers.

Other examples are where we are
using industry best practice to drive
efficient construction, such as the
North Terminal multi storey car park 6,
which has been delivered in record
time by using off-site manufacture,
for £17m, which was significantly lower
than the original £28m budget.
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Printed on a recycled paper produced using 100%
recycled waste at a mill that has been awarded the
ISO14001 certificate for environmental management.
The pulp is bleached using a totally
chlorine free (TCf) process.
We’ve also used a local design agency and a
local printing firm to produce this document.

G AT W I C K A I R P O R T L I M I T E D

Communications and External Affairs
7th floor Destinations Place
Gatwick Airport
West Sussex
Rh6 0NP

@gatwick_airport

